In many transition metal compounds, in particular those containing Fe 2+ and Typeset using REVT E X 1
Typeset using REVT E X Consequently, if we change the spin state of an ion, e.g. transforming one of the LS Co's into a HS state, it amounts to introducing a large "impurity" into a matrix (the so called "sphere in the hole" model [7] ). This introduces strain in a crystal, and coupling to this strain provides the mechanism of interaction between impurities. In a model of isotropic elastic continuum usually used in treating LS -HS transitions [7, 8] , the only interaction remaining is that through the "image forces" due to a stress-free surface of the sample [9] , which is attractive. With such attractive interaction one indeed obtains homogeneous structures, transitions between which may be of first order.
In real crystals, however, the elastic interactions are more complicated. Thus e.g. in weakly anisotropic cubic crystals there appears an interaction between impurities which decays rather slowly, as 1 R 3 , and, most important, which has a different sign in different directions [9, 10] :
where C is a constant of the order of unity, r − r
where v i is the volume of the impurity and v 0 is the corresponding volume of the matrix), and the angular dependence of the interaction (1) is determined by a function of the direction cosines of the vector R = r 1 − r 2 :
Here the elastic anisotropy is characrerised by the parameter d = c 11 − c 12 − 2c 44 , where One can also show that the nearest neighbour (nn) interaction via short-wavelengths or optical phonons is typically also repulsive. Thus e.g. in a perovskite lattice, when one puts a large HS ion at a certain site, it pushes apart the surrounding oxygens, so that it is more favourable to have small LS ions at the nn sites. Consequently, the effective interaction between similar ions at the nn sites is repulsive (or equivalently, it is attractive between LS and HS states). As is clear from these arguments, one can expect in this case that not only homogeneous states (LS or HS), but also certain states with ordered LS and HS ions can appear at certain conditions (I am aware of only one paper, Ref. [11] , where this possibility was mentioned, but no discussion of physical mechanisms which could lead to the formations of such superstructures was given there).
A convenient way to describe spin-state transitions and eventual superstructures is to map this situation to an effective lattice gas, or Ising model. Let us consider the situation in which each ion can be in two states, e.g. LS and HS (it may be also LS and IS [4, 5] or, in the case of TlSr 2 CoO 5 , IS and HS states [6] ; for simplicity we speak below about LS and HS).
We introduce pseudospin operators σ i = ±1, so that σ i = −1 corresponds to an LS state, and σ i = 1 -to a HS state at a site i. According to our general discussion we can model the situation by the effective Ising-type interaction J ij σ i σ j , containing in general short-range repulsion, and a long-range part which may have different signs in different directions; this longer-range interactions depend on the details of the crystal structure, elastic anisotropy etc., see Eq.(1).
It is known that the Ising model with long-range interactions can give rise to a variety of different ordered structures (see the well-known ANNNI model [12] or the treatment of the 2d
Ising model with the "Coulomb" interaction in [13] ). In this paper we consider a simplified version of this model, keeping only a small number of pair interactions. In contrast to the treatment of [13, 10] , where one has studied systems with fixed concentration of particles (in our mapping -fixed "magnetisation"), in our present problem the relative number of different spins (LS and HS ions) is not fixed. Consequently we should consider our system not for fixed density ("magnetisation"), but for fixed chemical potential ("magnetic field"); the role of the temperature can be also mapped onto magnetic field [7] .
We consider 2d square lattice, modelling the situation in TlSr 2 CoO 5 , which is the layered compound with perovskite-like CoO 2 -plane similar to CuO 2 -plane in high-T c cuprates. The Hamiltonian of our model is
Here the first term describes the nearest neighbour interaction, which, as we argued above, is repulsive, J 1 > 0; the second term is the next nearest neighbour interaction along x and y-directions ([100] and [010]) which we also take to be repulsive [14] .
The last term in Eq.(4) describes the difference of the on-site energies of LS and HS states, which can be changed e.g. by pressure etc. (For Co 3+ the effective field h will be equal to h = 6J H − 2∆, where J H is the Hund's rule exchange and ∆ is the crystal-field splitting between t 2g and e g -levels).
It is straightforward to see that for only nn repulsion (J One important difference of this simple case and the experimental situation observed in [6] is that the ratio of LS to HS states (IS to HS in the real case of TlSr 2 CoO 5 ) is not 1:1 as above, but 1:2, IS states forming diagonal stripes in the 2d square lattice. One can show that such a state can appear when one takes into account more distant interactions, e.g. the second term in the Hamiltonian Eq.(4) (cf. [12, 13, 10] fig.1 . Indeed, when we start from the state with all the ions e.g. in a HS state (all pseudospins +1), one reversed spin changes the energy by
so that when we decrease the field h, such reversed spins (LS, or IS states) would start to appear at the critical field
For h < h c the creation of an isolated reversed spin becomes energetically favourable. But, as we gain energy by this process, one should create as many of such states as possible -up to a concentration at which such reversed spins are close enough so as to start to repel each other. The state shown in fig.1 [6] it follows that this orbital degeneracy is predominantly lifted due to a rather strong tetragonal elongation of the CoO 6 -octahedra which exists already in the high-temperature phase and which most probably is connected with the layered structure of this compound. Indeed, the IS state at this distortion is nondegenerate, and only in the HS state there remains double degeneracy in t 2g -sublevels. But the latter in Co compounds is usually lifted by the spin-orbit coupling, which presumably would be the case here as well (Jahn-Teller effect by itself would prefer for the HS state not an elongation, but compression of CoO 6 -octahedra). This question, however, deserves further study.
In conclusion, we considered in this paper the properties of systems undergoing spin-state transitions, like the ones often observed in materials containing Fe 2+ and Co 3+ . We argued that the effective interaction governing the behavior of such systems -the interaction via lattice distortions -is more complicated than the usually assumed attraction between similar spin-state ions: typically the nearest neighbour interaction is repulsive, and more distant interactions may be of either sign, depending on the elastic anisotropy of the crystal and on the direction between respective ions. As a result of such form of interaction, different su- 
